ROHO® Sensor Ready™ Cushion
with Smart Check®

Confidence, Independence and Peace of Mind...
...that’s Smart Check by ROHO!

• Works exclusively with ROHO Sensor Ready cushions
• Assists in achieving maximum skin/soft tissue protection
• Stores individual’s inflation range
• Check cushion inflation with the push of a button

SENSOR READY CUSHION FEATURES:

SENSOR READY
The cushion comes standard with a quick disconnect port that allows the cushion to connect to Smart Check; the world’s first personal electronic cushion security device, that is used to set up and monitor an individual’s inflation range.

SHAPE FITTING®
The cellular design allows the cushion to track movements of the body and constantly conform to it. The cells adapt to meet unique skin/soft tissue integrity needs throughout the day.

SKIN / SOFT TISSUE PROTECTION
Proven with over forty years of research, experience and refinement, ROHO DRY FLOATATION® Technology provides an individual with unparalleled skin/soft tissue protection.

SMART CHECK FEATURES:

CONFIDENCE & INDEPENDENCE
Smart Check takes the guess work out of how much air should be in a ROHO cushion. Feel secure knowing that you can always check the inflation level of your cushion- whenever or wherever.

ABILITY TO RESET
The Smart Check and the Sensor Ready Cushion continue to work as an individual’s physiology changes. Having the ability to reset an individual’s inflation level allows for the maximum benefits from the ROHO cushion.

INSTANT FEEDBACK
With the push of a button, receive real time feedback to confirm the proper cushion inflation range.

Smart Check is specially designed to work exclusively with ROHO® Sensor Ready™ HIGH PROFILE® and MID PROFILE™ cushions.
**ROHO® Sensor Ready™ Cushion with Smart Check®**

**APPLICATIONS**

**ROHO SENSOR READY CUSHION WITH SMART CHECK IS APPROPRIATE FOR INDIVIDUALS WHO:**

- want instant feedback and peace of mind that the cushion inflation level is correct
- want assistance with setting up their cushion
- have a history of, currently have or may be at risk for skin/soft tissue breakdown
- have normal or impaired sensation
- require accommodation of pelvic asymmetry; up to approximately 3 in (7.5 cm) for HIGH PROFILE and 2.25 in (5.5 cm) for MID PROFILE

**SPECIFICATIONS**

**SENSOR READY CUSHION:**

**INCLUDED:** HIGH PROFILE or MID PROFILE cushion, cover, hand inflation pump, repair kit, operation manual and product registration card

**HIGH PROFILE Sizes:** (Wide range, to fit chair widths) 11.5” to 26.75” / 29cm to 68cm

**MID PROFILE Sizes:** (Wide range, to fit chair widths) 13.25” to 20” / 33.5cm to 50.5cm

**Weight:** Varies by size, approximately 3.25 lbs / 1.5 kg for HIGH PROFILE and 3 lbs / 1.4 kg for MID PROFILE (based on 16 x 16 cushion)

**Warranty:** 24-Month Limited Warranty

**Weight limit:** Unlimited (cushion must be properly sized to the individual)

**U.S. Medicare Code:** E2622 / E2623

**SMART CHECK:**

**INCLUDED:** Smart Check device, operation manual, storage case and product registration card

**WARRANTY:** 24-Month Limited Warranty

---

Since U.S. Medicare coding is subject to change, the provider should always confirm the HCPCS code and coverage criteria as part of the client assessment process. For coverage criteria in other countries, consult your local ROHO distributor.
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